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UNIVERSITY FUNCTIONS COMMITTEE
RECOMMENDATION

SR-09-10-(23) 69 UFC

Recommends the following revisions to SR-06-07-18 UFC:

Current text with new language in bold font and strikethrough indicating deletions:
Recommends that the honor of serving as Chief Usher and Assistant Chief Usher would will be rotated and staggered among the colleges by alphabetical order and a new Chief Usher and Assistant Chief Usher would will be elected every four years. The Assistant Chief Usher would will rotate into the position of Chief Usher every two four years. The professors who are given the honor of serving as Chief Usher and Assistant Chief Usher would will be elected by the faculty of their respective college.

Revised text:
Recommends that the honor of serving as Chief Usher and Assistant Chief Usher will be rotated and staggered among the colleges by alphabetical order and a new Assistant Chief Usher will be elected every four years. The Assistant Chief Usher will rotate into the position of Chief Usher every four years. The professors who are given the honor of serving as Chief Usher and Assistant Chief Usher will be elected by the faculty of their respective college.

RATIONALE:
The revisions clarify when an Assistant Chief Usher will rotate into the Chief Usher position; stipulate that the positions will be filled by election; and are more grammatically correct.
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